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2020 A.M. Turing Award



Turing awards by research subject (ACM)
• Analysis of algorithms 

• Knuth, Donald ("Don") Ervin (1974)


• For his major contributions to the analysis of algorithms and the 
design of programming languages, and in particular for his 
contributions to the "art of computer programming" through his 
well-known books in a continuous series by this title.


• Hopcroft, John E (1986)


• With Robert E Tarjan, for fundamental achievements in the 
design and analysis of algorithms and data structures.


• Tarjan, Robert (Bob) Endre (1986)


• With John E Hopcroft, for fundamental achievements in the 
design and analysis of algorithms and data structures.


• Pearl, Judea (2011)


• For fundamental contributions to artificial intelligence through 
the development of a calculus for probabilistic and causal 
reasoning. (Bayesian networks)


•  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2020 A.M. Turing Award

https://amturing.acm.org/keywords/knuth_1013846.cfm
https://amturing.acm.org/keywords/hopcroft_1053917.cfm
https://amturing.acm.org/keywords/tarjan_1092048.cfm
https://amturing.acm.org/keywords/pearl_2658896.cfm


Turing awards by research subject (ACM)
• Programming languages 

• Iverson, Kenneth E. ("Ken") (1979)


• For his pioneering effort in programming languages and mathematical notation resulting in 
what the computing field now knows as APL, for his contributions to the implementation of 
interactive systems, to educational uses of APL, and to programming language theory and 
practice.


• Milner, Arthur John Robin Gorell ("Robin") (1991)


• For three distinct and complete achievements: (i) LCF, the mechanization of Scott's Logic 
of Computable Functions, probably the first theoretically based yet practical tool for 
machine assisted proof construction; (ii) ML, the first language to include polymorphic type 
inference together with a type-safe exception-handling mechanism; (iii) CCS, a general 
theory of concurrency. In addition, he formulated and strongly advanced full abstraction, 
the study of the relationship between operational and denotational semantics.


• Liskov, Barbara (2008)


• For contributions to practical and theoretical foundations of programming language and 
system design, especially related to data abstraction, fault tolerance, and distributed 
computing.


• Hoare, C. Antony ("Tony") R. (1980)


• For his fundamental contributions to the definition and design of programming languages.


• Kay, Alan (2003)


• For pioneering many of the ideas at the root of contemporary object-oriented programming 
languages, leading the team that developed Smalltalk, and for fundamental contributions to 
personal computing.
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https://amturing.acm.org/keywords/iverson_9147499.cfm
https://amturing.acm.org/keywords/milner_1569367.cfm
https://amturing.acm.org/keywords/liskov_1108679.cfm
https://amturing.acm.org/keywords/hoare_4622167.cfm
https://amturing.acm.org/keywords/kay_3972189.cfm


Turing awards by research subject (ACM)

• Compilers 

• Perlis, Alan J (1966)


• For his influence in the area of advanced programming techniques 
and compiler construction. (He was part of the team that 
developed ALGOL.)


• Cocke, John (1987)


• For significant contributions in the design and theory of compilers, 
the architecture of large systems and the development of reduced 
instruction set computers (RISC); for discovering and 
systematizing many fundamental transformations now used in 
optimizing compilers including reduction of operator strength, 
elimination of common subexpressions, register allocation, 
constant propagation, and dead code elimination.


• Allen, Frances ("Fran") Elizabeth (2006)


• For pioneering contributions to the theory and practice of 
optimizing compiler techniques that laid the foundation for modern 
optimizing compilers and automatic parallel execution.


• Aho, Alfred Vaino (2020)  

• Ullman, Jeffrey David (2020)
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https://amturing.acm.org/keywords/perlis_0132439.cfm
https://amturing.acm.org/keywords/cocke_2083115.cfm
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Alfred Vaino Aho Jeffrey David Ullman
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Alfred Vaino Aho

• Alfred V. Aho is Lawrence Gussman Professor Emeritus of Computer Science 
at Columbia University. He joined the Department of Computer Science at 
Columbia in 1995. 

• Professor Aho has a B.A.Sc in Engineering Physics from the University of 
Toronto and a Ph.D. in Electrical Engineering/Computer Science from 
Princeton University. 

• Professor Aho won the Great Teacher Award for 2003 from the Society of 
Columbia Graduates. In 2014 he was again recognized for teaching excellence 
by winning the Distinguished Faculty Teaching Award from the Columbia 
Engineering Alumni Association. 

• Professor Aho has received the ACM A.M. Turing Award and the IEEE John von 
Neumann Medal. He is a Member of the U.S. National Academy of Engineering 
and of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences. He is a Fellow of the Royal 
Society of Canada. He shared the 2017 C&C prize with John Hopcroft and Jeff 
Ullman. He has received honorary doctorates from the Universities of Helsinki, 
Toronto and Waterloo, and is a Fellow of the American Association for the 
Advancement of Science, ACM, Bell Labs, and IEEE. 

• Professor Aho is the "A" in AWK, a widely used pattern-matching language; 
"W" is Peter Weinberger and "K" is Brian Kernighan. (Think of AWK as the 
predecessor of perl.) He also wrote the initial versions of the string pattern-
matching utilities egrep and fgrep that are a part of UNIX; fgrep was the first 
widely used implementation of what is now called the Aho-Corasick algorithm. 

• Prior to his position at Columbia, Professor Aho was Vice President of the 
Computing Sciences Research Center at Bell Labs, the lab that invented 
UNIX, C and C++. He was previously a member of technical staff, a department 
head, and the director of this center. Professor Aho also served as General 
Manager of the Information Sciences and Technologies Research Laboratory at 
Bellcore (now Telcordia). 

Excerpt from http://www.cs.columbia.edu/~aho/bio.html

http://www.cs.columbia.edu/~aho/bio.html
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Jeffrey David Ullman

• Born: 22 November 1942

• Education: B. S. in Engineering Mathematics, Columbia Univ., 1963; Ph. 

D. in Electrical Engineering, Princeton Univ., 1966.

• Membership in Societies: NAE, NAS, AAAS, ACM, EATCS, SIGACT, 

SIGMOD, TBPi, SigmaXi.

• Employment History:  Bell Laboratories, Murray Hill, NJ, 1966–1969. 

Member of Technical Staff. Princeton Univ., Princeton, NJ., Associate 
Professor, 1969--1974, Professor, 1974–1979, Stanford Univ., Stanford, CA, 
Professor, 1979–2002. S. W. Ascherman Prof. of Engineering, 
1994--2002 (emeritus 2003—present), Chair of Department of Computer 
Science, 1990–1994, Gradiance Corp., Stanford CA, CEO, 2003—present.


• Honors: Honorary doctorate, Free University of Brussels, 1975; Einstein 
Fellowship, Israeli Academy of Sciences, 1984; Guggenheim Fellowship, 
1988–89; National Academy of Engineering, 1989; Honorary doctorate, 
University of Paris-Dauphine, 1992; Fellow of Association for Computing 
Machinery, 1994, SIGMOD Contributions Award, 1996, Best paper award, 
SIGMOD, 1996, Karl V. Karlstrom outstanding educator award, ACM, 1998, 
Knuth Prize, 2000, E.F. Codd Innovation Award, SIGMOD, 2006, Test-of-
Time Award, SIGMOD, 2006, von Neumann Medal, IEEE, 2010, American 
Academy of Arts and Sciences, 2012, Honorary doctorate, Ben Gurion 
University, 2016, NEC C&C Foundation Prize, 2017, National Academy of 
Sciences, 2020, Test-of-Time Award, EDBT, 2020, A.M. Turing Award, 
2020.


Excerpt from http://infolab.stanford.edu/~ullman/pub/opb.txt

http://www.apple.com


Foundations of programming language compilers
Background

• Automata theory


• Languages theory


• Compiler principles
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Foundations of programming language compilers
Automata theory > Deterministic Finite Automata
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Input tape
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Transition function

Accepting state

Σ = {s0, s1, …, sn}, L ⊆ Σ*



Foundations of programming language compilers
Automata theory > Deterministic Finite Automata > Exemple

AFD for binary operations



Foundations of programming language compilers
Automata theory > Pushdown Automata
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Foundations of programming language compilers
Automata theory > Turing machine
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Foundations of programming language compilers
Language theory
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Chomsky (containment) hierarchy

Regular 
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languages



Foundations of programming language compilers
Language theory
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Chomsky (containment) hierarchy

• Generated by linear grammars


• Accepted by DFA

Regular  
languages

Context-free 

languages

Context-sensitive 

languages

Recursively enumerable

languages



Foundations of programming language compilers
Language theory
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Chomsky (containment) hierarchy

• Generated by context-free grammars


• Accepted by pushdown automata

Regular 

languages Context-

free  
languages

Context-sensitive 

languages

Recursively enumerable

languages



Foundations of programming language compilers
Language theory > Context-free language grammar
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CFG for arithmetic expressions

E ⇒ E + E ⇒ id + E ⇒ id + E * E ⇒ id + id * E ⇒ id + id * id

E ⇒ E * E ⇒ E + E * E ⇒ id + E * E ⇒ id + id * E ⇒ id + id * id



Foundations of programming language compilers
Language theory > Context-free language grammar
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CFG for arithmetic expressions CFG for arithmetic expressions 

with precedence

CFG for arithmetic expressions 

without left-recursion



Foundations of programming language compilers
Language theory
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Chomsky (containment) hierarchy

• Generated by context-sensitive grammars


• Accepted by linear-bounded automata

Regular 

languages Context-free 


languages Context-
sensitive  

languages
Recursively enumerable


languages



Foundations of programming language compilers
Language theory
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Chomsky (containment) hierarchy

• Generated by unrestricted grammars


• Accepted by Turing machines

Regular 

languages Context-free 


languages
Context-sensitive 


languages Recursively 
enumerable 
languages



Foundations of programming language compilers
Language theory > CFG and PA are two sides of the same coin
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Context-free 
languages


Generated by 
context-free 
grammars


Accepted by 
Pushdown 
Automata

A → aA1A2 … An, Greibach normal form

A → 𝛂



Foundations of programming language compilers
Language theory >  is not a CFLL = {anbncn |n ≥ 1}

• This result is by the application of the pumping lemma for CFL.


• If  was a CFL, for a certain number , it would be possible to decompose all 
strings , , as  such that  or  is not empty and , 
for all .


• The point is that there is no such decomposition that keeps the number of , 
, and  balanced when a string  is “pumped”.

L n
w |w | ≥ n w = uvxyz u v uvixyiz

i ≥ 0

a
b c w
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• An if-then-else statement can not be specified by a CFG.




Foundations of programming language compilers
Compiler principles
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Syntax-directed translation

Regular expressions 



Foundations of programming language compilers
Compiler principles
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Syntax-directed translation

Context-free grammar



Foundations of programming language compilers
Compiler principles

28

Syntax-directed translation Attribute grammar



Foundations of programming language compilers
Compiler principles
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Syntax-directed translation

Attribute grammar



Foundations of programming language compilers
Compiler principles
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Syntax-directed translation

Attribute grammar



Alfred Aho

• Indexed Grammars - an extension of 
context-free grammars


• Princeton, 1967


• Supervisor: John Hopcroft (Turing 
laureate, 1986)


• Aho, A. V. (1968). Indexed Grammars - an 
extension of context-free grammars. Journal of 
the ACM, 15(4), pp. 647-671. https://doi.org/
10.1145/321479.321488


• Aho, A. V. (1969). Nested Stack Automata. 
Journal of the ACM, 16(3), pp. 383–406. https://
doi.org/10.1145/321526.321529

PhD work
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Indexed Grammars--An Extension of Context° 
Free Grammars 

ALFt~ED V. AHO 

Bell Telephone Laboratories, Inc., Murray Hill, New Jersey 

aBSTRACT. A new type of grammar for generat ing formal languages, called an indexed gram- 
mar, is presented.  An indexed grammar is at~ extension of a context-free grammar,  and the 
class of languages generated by indexed grammars  has closure propert ies and decidabili ty re- 
sults similar  to those for context-free languages. The class of languages generated by indexed 
grammars properly includes all context-free languages and is a proper subset  of the class of 
context-sensit ive languages. Several subclasses of indexed grammars generate interest ing 
classes of languages. 

KEY WORDS AND PHRASES: formal grammar,  formal language, language theory,  au toma ta  
theory, phrase-s t ruc ture  grammar,  phrase-s t ruc ture  language, syntact ic  specification, con- 
text-free grammar,  context-sensi t ive grammar,  stack au toma ta  

CR CATEGORIES: 5.22, 5.23 

1. Introduction 

A language, whether a natural language such as English or a programming language 
such as ALGOL, in an abstract sense can be considered to be a set of sentences) 
One criterion for the syntactic specification of a language is that,  invariably, a 
finite representation is required for an infinite class of sentences. There are several 
different approaches toward such a specification. In one approach a finite genera- 
tire device, called a grammar, is used to describe the syntactic structure of a lan- 
guage. Another approach is to specify a device or algorithm for recognizing well- 
formed sentences. In this approach the language consists of all sentences recognized 
by the device or algorithm. A third possible method for the specification of a lan- 
guage would be to specify a set of properties and then consider a language to be a 
set of words obeying these properties. 

In this paper a new type of grammar, called an indexed grammar, is defined. 
The language generated by an indexed grammar is called an indexed language. I t  
is shown that the class of indexed languages properly includes all context-free 
languages and yet is a proper subset of the class of cotttext-sensitive languages. 
Moreover, indexed languages resemble context-fl'ee languages in that  many of the 
closure properties and decidability results for both classes of languages are the same. 

Recently, there has been a great deal of interest in defining classes of recursive 
languages larger than the class of context-free languages. Programmed grammars 
are a recent example of a grammatical definition of such a class [16], and various 

A summary of th is  paper  was presented a t  the  I E E E  E i g h t h  Annual  Symposium on Switch- 
ing and A u t o m a t a  Theory,  October 1967. 

The words "sen tence ,"  "word ,"  and "p rogram"  will be used synonymously as being an ele- 
ment in a language. 

Journal of the Association for Computing Machinery, Vol. 15, No. 4, Oetcber 1968, pp. 647-671. 

Copyright ~ 1968, Association for Computing Machinery, Inc. 

https://doi.org/10.1145/321479.321488
https://doi.org/10.1145/321479.321488
https://doi.org/10.1145/321526.321529
https://doi.org/10.1145/321526.321529


Alfred Aho

• Introduced Indexed Grammar (IG) is a generator for a 
class of languages called Indexed Languages.


• More expressive than context-free grammars (CFG).


• IG has similar closure and decidability results to 
CFG, including a pumping lemma (by Takeshi 
Hayashi, 1973).


• IG is a proper subset of context-sensitive grammars.


• Structurally, an index grammar has an additional 
component, wrt. CFG, called flags.


• Essentially, a flag further expands a non-terminal when it 
occurs right after it in a derivation.


• Flag symbols distribute over non-terminals or terminals 
in a derivation.


• It is a way to “type" productions in a grammar.

PhD work
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Indexed Grammars--An Extension of Context° 
Free Grammars 

ALFt~ED V. AHO 

Bell Telephone Laboratories, Inc., Murray Hill, New Jersey 

aBSTRACT. A new type of grammar for generat ing formal languages, called an indexed gram- 
mar, is presented.  An indexed grammar is at~ extension of a context-free grammar,  and the 
class of languages generated by indexed grammars  has closure propert ies and decidabili ty re- 
sults similar  to those for context-free languages. The class of languages generated by indexed 
grammars properly includes all context-free languages and is a proper subset  of the class of 
context-sensit ive languages. Several subclasses of indexed grammars generate interest ing 
classes of languages. 

KEY WORDS AND PHRASES: formal grammar,  formal language, language theory,  au toma ta  
theory, phrase-s t ruc ture  grammar,  phrase-s t ruc ture  language, syntact ic  specification, con- 
text-free grammar,  context-sensi t ive grammar,  stack au toma ta  

CR CATEGORIES: 5.22, 5.23 

1. Introduction 

A language, whether a natural language such as English or a programming language 
such as ALGOL, in an abstract sense can be considered to be a set of sentences) 
One criterion for the syntactic specification of a language is that,  invariably, a 
finite representation is required for an infinite class of sentences. There are several 
different approaches toward such a specification. In one approach a finite genera- 
tire device, called a grammar, is used to describe the syntactic structure of a lan- 
guage. Another approach is to specify a device or algorithm for recognizing well- 
formed sentences. In this approach the language consists of all sentences recognized 
by the device or algorithm. A third possible method for the specification of a lan- 
guage would be to specify a set of properties and then consider a language to be a 
set of words obeying these properties. 

In this paper a new type of grammar, called an indexed grammar, is defined. 
The language generated by an indexed grammar is called an indexed language. I t  
is shown that the class of indexed languages properly includes all context-free 
languages and yet is a proper subset of the class of cotttext-sensitive languages. 
Moreover, indexed languages resemble context-fl'ee languages in that  many of the 
closure properties and decidability results for both classes of languages are the same. 

Recently, there has been a great deal of interest in defining classes of recursive 
languages larger than the class of context-free languages. Programmed grammars 
are a recent example of a grammatical definition of such a class [16], and various 

A summary of th is  paper  was presented a t  the  I E E E  E i g h t h  Annual  Symposium on Switch- 
ing and A u t o m a t a  Theory,  October 1967. 

The words "sen tence ,"  "word ,"  and "p rogram"  will be used synonymously as being an ele- 
ment in a language. 

Journal of the Association for Computing Machinery, Vol. 15, No. 4, Oetcber 1968, pp. 647-671. 

Copyright ~ 1968, Association for Computing Machinery, Inc. 

Aho, A. V. (1968). Indexed Grammars - an extension of context-
free grammars. Journal of the ACM, 15(4), pp. 647-671. https://
doi.org/10.1145/321479.321488

https://doi.org/10.1145/321479.321488
https://doi.org/10.1145/321479.321488


Alfred Aho

• Indexed Grammar example:


• L = {anbncn | n ≥ 1},


• P = {S → aAfc, A → aAgc, A → B}, is the set 
of productions,


• F = {f = [B → b], g = [B → bB]}, is the set of 
flags.


• S ⇒ aAfc ⇒ aaAgcfc = aaAgfcc ⇒ aaBgfcc ⇒ 
aabBfcc ⇒ aabbcc.


• Here f was distributed over the (singleton) list 
of indexed non-terminals [Ag], after A was 
replaced by aAgc.


• L is not in CFL, by the pumping lemma.

PhD work
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Bell Telephone Laboratories, Inc., Murray Hill, New Jersey 

aBSTRACT. A new type of grammar for generat ing formal languages, called an indexed gram- 
mar, is presented.  An indexed grammar is at~ extension of a context-free grammar,  and the 
class of languages generated by indexed grammars  has closure propert ies and decidabili ty re- 
sults similar  to those for context-free languages. The class of languages generated by indexed 
grammars properly includes all context-free languages and is a proper subset  of the class of 
context-sensit ive languages. Several subclasses of indexed grammars generate interest ing 
classes of languages. 

KEY WORDS AND PHRASES: formal grammar,  formal language, language theory,  au toma ta  
theory, phrase-s t ruc ture  grammar,  phrase-s t ruc ture  language, syntact ic  specification, con- 
text-free grammar,  context-sensi t ive grammar,  stack au toma ta  

CR CATEGORIES: 5.22, 5.23 

1. Introduction 

A language, whether a natural language such as English or a programming language 
such as ALGOL, in an abstract sense can be considered to be a set of sentences) 
One criterion for the syntactic specification of a language is that,  invariably, a 
finite representation is required for an infinite class of sentences. There are several 
different approaches toward such a specification. In one approach a finite genera- 
tire device, called a grammar, is used to describe the syntactic structure of a lan- 
guage. Another approach is to specify a device or algorithm for recognizing well- 
formed sentences. In this approach the language consists of all sentences recognized 
by the device or algorithm. A third possible method for the specification of a lan- 
guage would be to specify a set of properties and then consider a language to be a 
set of words obeying these properties. 

In this paper a new type of grammar, called an indexed grammar, is defined. 
The language generated by an indexed grammar is called an indexed language. I t  
is shown that the class of indexed languages properly includes all context-free 
languages and yet is a proper subset of the class of cotttext-sensitive languages. 
Moreover, indexed languages resemble context-fl'ee languages in that  many of the 
closure properties and decidability results for both classes of languages are the same. 

Recently, there has been a great deal of interest in defining classes of recursive 
languages larger than the class of context-free languages. Programmed grammars 
are a recent example of a grammatical definition of such a class [16], and various 

A summary of th is  paper  was presented a t  the  I E E E  E i g h t h  Annual  Symposium on Switch- 
ing and A u t o m a t a  Theory,  October 1967. 

The words "sen tence ,"  "word ,"  and "p rogram"  will be used synonymously as being an ele- 
ment in a language. 

Journal of the Association for Computing Machinery, Vol. 15, No. 4, Oetcber 1968, pp. 647-671. 

Copyright ~ 1968, Association for Computing Machinery, Inc. 

Aho, A. V. (1968). Indexed Grammars - an extension of context-
free grammars. Journal of the ACM, 15(4), pp. 647-671. https://
doi.org/10.1145/321479.321488

https://doi.org/10.1145/321479.321488
https://doi.org/10.1145/321479.321488


Alfred Aho

• Nested stack automata (NSA) are recognizers for indexed 
languages.


• They are a generalization of stack automata (SA), devices similar 
to pushdown automata that may move up and down the stack, or 
remain stationary. 


• NSA generalizes SA by allowing the possibility to create a stack, 
possibly embedded into another.


• The list of symbols 


L1 = a1 a1 L2 a3 a4 L3 a5


L2 = b1 b2


L3 = c1L4 c2


L4 = d1


would be represented in an NSA (working) tape as follows.


$a1 a2 $b1 b2 / a3 a4 $c1 $d1 / c2 / a5 #


• NSA operates under pushdown mode, read mode or stack 
creation mode.

PhD work
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Indexed Grammars--An Extension of Context° 
Free Grammars 

ALFt~ED V. AHO 

Bell Telephone Laboratories, Inc., Murray Hill, New Jersey 

aBSTRACT. A new type of grammar for generat ing formal languages, called an indexed gram- 
mar, is presented.  An indexed grammar is at~ extension of a context-free grammar,  and the 
class of languages generated by indexed grammars  has closure propert ies and decidabili ty re- 
sults similar  to those for context-free languages. The class of languages generated by indexed 
grammars properly includes all context-free languages and is a proper subset  of the class of 
context-sensit ive languages. Several subclasses of indexed grammars generate interest ing 
classes of languages. 

KEY WORDS AND PHRASES: formal grammar,  formal language, language theory,  au toma ta  
theory, phrase-s t ruc ture  grammar,  phrase-s t ruc ture  language, syntact ic  specification, con- 
text-free grammar,  context-sensi t ive grammar,  stack au toma ta  

CR CATEGORIES: 5.22, 5.23 

1. Introduction 

A language, whether a natural language such as English or a programming language 
such as ALGOL, in an abstract sense can be considered to be a set of sentences) 
One criterion for the syntactic specification of a language is that,  invariably, a 
finite representation is required for an infinite class of sentences. There are several 
different approaches toward such a specification. In one approach a finite genera- 
tire device, called a grammar, is used to describe the syntactic structure of a lan- 
guage. Another approach is to specify a device or algorithm for recognizing well- 
formed sentences. In this approach the language consists of all sentences recognized 
by the device or algorithm. A third possible method for the specification of a lan- 
guage would be to specify a set of properties and then consider a language to be a 
set of words obeying these properties. 

In this paper a new type of grammar, called an indexed grammar, is defined. 
The language generated by an indexed grammar is called an indexed language. I t  
is shown that the class of indexed languages properly includes all context-free 
languages and yet is a proper subset of the class of cotttext-sensitive languages. 
Moreover, indexed languages resemble context-fl'ee languages in that  many of the 
closure properties and decidability results for both classes of languages are the same. 

Recently, there has been a great deal of interest in defining classes of recursive 
languages larger than the class of context-free languages. Programmed grammars 
are a recent example of a grammatical definition of such a class [16], and various 

A summary of th is  paper  was presented a t  the  I E E E  E i g h t h  Annual  Symposium on Switch- 
ing and A u t o m a t a  Theory,  October 1967. 

The words "sen tence ,"  "word ,"  and "p rogram"  will be used synonymously as being an ele- 
ment in a language. 

Journal of the Association for Computing Machinery, Vol. 15, No. 4, Oetcber 1968, pp. 647-671. 

Copyright ~ 1968, Association for Computing Machinery, Inc. 

Aho, A. V. (1968). Indexed Grammars - an extension of 
context-free grammars. Journal of the ACM, 15(4), pp. 
647-671. https://doi.org/10.1145/321479.321488

https://doi.org/10.1145/321479.321488


Jeffrey Ullman

• Synchronization Error Correcting 
Codes


• Princeton, 1966


• Supervisors: Arthur Jay 
Bernstein and Archie Charles 
McKellar

PhD work
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IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON INFORMATION THEORY, VOL. IT-13, NO. 1, JANUARY 1967 95 

On the Capabilities of Codes to Correct 
Synchronization Errors 

JEFFREY n. ULLMAN, MEMBER, IEEE 

Abstrac+A synchronization error is said to occur when either a 
bit which does not belong appears, or is detected in a channel 
between bits which were transmitted; or a bit which was trans- 
mitted is lost or not detected. A model for such a channel will be 
proposed, and a lower and upper bound on the redundancy necessary 
to correct a given error rate will be derived. 

We will consider the case of single synchronization error correc- 
tion in detail, and stronger bounds will be derived for that case. 
We will consider multiple adjacent synchronization errors as a 
special case, and show that the bounds can be tightened in this case 
as well. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

T 

HIS PAPER is intended to develop a theory of 
codes which correct synchronization errors. A” sync” 
error is an error due either to the omission of a 

bit from a sequence or to the insertion into sequence of a 
bit which does not belong, all subsequent bits remaining 
intact, but shifted in position. The primary emphasis here 
will be on the capabilities of sync error correcting codes. 

The previous work in the field of sync error correction 
may be divided into two categories-those of variable 
and fixed length encodings. Certain variable length en- 
codings have the ability to limit the range of effect of 
errors, both sync and amplitude. These codings and their 
properties were first studied by Gilbert and Moore [l], 
and Neumann [2]-[4]. The latter has found several types 
of codes for which the effect of a single sync or amplitude 
error has a finite range of propagation. We are thus as- 
sured that except for a bounded number of symbols, the 
message may be properly interpreted. However, no specific 
proposals for correcting the sync errors were given. 

Fixed length encodings which are easily synchronized 
(that is, at most one code word may be received before 
it becomes apparent where the beginning of a word is) 
have been discussed by Golomb et al. [5], Gilbert [6], 
and Eastman [7]. Golomb develops the “comma free 
codes,” which have the property that no concatenation 
of code words includes another code word as a subsequence. 
Gilbert considers procedures for the construction of comma 
free codes by beginning each code word with a fixed 
I‘ synchronizing sequence,” while ensuring that that se- 
quence will never be contained in the body of the code 
word. 
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More recently Eastman and Even [S] have developed 
block codes which detect synchronization errors, after 
some finite number of code words have been received. 
Several classes of block codes which correct as well as 
detect synchronization errors have been proposed. Sellers 
[9] has given a class of codes which correct single and 
multiple adjacent sync errors and, in addition, correct 
a burst of amplitude errors surrounding the position of 
the sync errors. The author [lo], [ll] has given two classes 
of codes which correct single, and in one case, multiple 
adjacent, sync errors, and have redundancies close to the 
minimum possible, as the bounds to be presented here 
will show. 

The primary emphasis here mill be on the capabilities 
of sync error correcting codes, and we will derive bounds, 
both upper and lower, on the redundancy needed to cor- 
rect various classes of sync errors. This material es- 
sentially parallels that of a Princeton University Tech- 
nical Report by the author [12]. Some of the material 
first appeared in an IBM research report by the author 
[13]. Other work on bounds for sync error codes is by 
Moss [14], which gives a slightly weaker bound for what 
we will call the single deletion case, and Levinstein [15], 
which gives bounds for e-tuple sync errors, similar to the 
asymptotic bounds presented here. 

II. THETYPES OFS-YNCHRONIZATION ERRORS 

Let us imagine a channel which is transmitting a 
sequence of binary symbols, and which makes synchroniza- 
tion errors occasionally. We will further suppose that 
the sequence is coded into fixed length blocks. Assume 
all previous blocks have been correctly decoded, and 
that it is known when the first bit of the next block is 
to appear at the output of the channel. We may treat 
the synchronization errors on the next block as a set 
of operators on an n-dimensional binary vector space, 
where n is the block length. The channel input will be 
some block which is an element of V,, the binary vector 
space of n dimensions. The received block will be taken 
as the first n bits to appear at the output, thus also being 
an element of V,. If the class of sync errors which may 
occur is restricted, then only a subset of V, may occur 
in response to a given input vector. We are now in a 
position to give a definition of sync error which is con- 
sistent with the block coding approach which we will 
take throughout the paper. Let v = vl, vi,, . ‘. , v, and 
Ll = U,) UZ) **- ) u, be elements of 8,. We make the fol- 
lowing definitions. 
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correct synchronization errors. IEEE Transactions on 
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Abstract 

We consider methods of modifying L~k) 
parsers [i] while preserving the ability 
of that parsing method to detect errors at 
the earliest possible point on the input° 
Two transformations are developed, and the 
methods of KorenJak [2] and DeRemer [3] 
are expressed in terms of these transfor- 
matlonso The relation between these two 
methods is exposed° Proofs are for the 
most part omitted, but can be found in [~]. 

Io Introduction 

The LR(k) grammars [i] are the 
grammars which can be parsed bottom-up, 
deterministically, by a deterministic 
loushdown automaton which acts in a 
'natural" way, ioeo, by finding substrings 
in right sentential forms which match 
right sides of productions and replacing 
these substrings by left sides. We there- 
fore begin with a definition of a context 
free grammar and LR(k)-nesso 

A context free grammar (CFG) is a 
four-tuple G = (N,E,P,S), where N and E 
are finite disjoint sets of nonterminals 
and terminals, respectively; S, in N, is 
the start symbol, and P is a finite set of 
productions of the form A ~ s, where A is 
in N and s in (N ~Z)*o We assume produc- 
tions are numbered 1,2, o..,p in some order. 

Conventionally, A, B and C denote 
nonterminals, a, b and c denote terminals 
and X, Y and Z are in N ~Zo We use 
u,V, ooo,Z for strings in E* and s,~,°o. 
for strings in (N ~E)*. We use e for the 
empty string. 

If A ~ s is in P, then for all G and 
7 we write ~A 7 -> ~s 7. If 7 is in E*, 
then the replacement is said to be right- 
most, and we write BA 7 => 5S7o T h e ~  
exTicitly shown s is said to be a handle 
of 5s 7 in this event, ~> and ram > deno~ 

the reflexive and transitive closure of => 

and ~m>, respectively. Arrows may be 

subscripted by the name of the gramma~ to 
resolve ambiguities. The language defined 
by G is L(G) = {wlS ~> w}° It is known 

. 
that if S => w, then S *~> ~ That is, 

rm 
every sentence in the language has a 
rightmost derivation. A right sententlal 
form of G is a string s such that 

S ~> s° If S ~m > sAw ~m > sSw, then 7, a 

prefix of sB, is called a viable prefix of 
Go 

We define FIRST~(s) as (wls * => wx and 

either lwl = k or lwl_< k and x = e}. If 
s is in E*, then FIRST~(s) has one member, 

w; which is either s, if Isl is less than 
k, or the first k symbols of s. In this 

case we write FIRST~(s) = w instead of {w}. 

Note that FIRST~(~) is independent of G in 

this case. We delete G and k from FIRST 
when no ambiguity arises. 

CFG O = (N,E,P,S) is said to be LR(k) 
if given the two rightmost derivations 

(I) S ~m > sAw ==> sew, and 
rm 

(e) s ~m > 7Bx ~> s~y, 

and PlRSTk(W) = FIRSTk(Y), then we may 

conclude that 7Bx = sAy° 

Informally, G is LR(k) if the unique 
handle of a right sentential form can be 
determined by examining that string up to 
k symbols beyond the right end of the 
handle. 

A consequence of the LR(k) definition 
is that for each LR(k) grammar G = (N,E, 
P,S), a finite set of tables~can be con- 
structed. A table is a p ~  of functions 
(f,g), where: 

This work was partially supported by NSF 
grant GJ-465 o 

ttls I stands for the length of s. 
§A set of tables is called a "table" in [I]. 
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Code Generation for Expressions 
with Common Subexpressions 
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ABSTRACT This paper shows the problem of generating optimal code for expressions containing common 
subexpresslons is computationally difficult, even for simple expressions and simple machines Some 
heuristics for code generation are given and their worst-case behavior is analyzed For one register 
machines, an optimal code generation algorithm is given whose time complexity is linear m the size of an 
expression and exponential only in the amount of sharing 
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1. In troduct ion 

Easy as the task may seem, many compilers generate rather inefficient code. Some 
of the difficulty of generating good code may arise from the lack of realistic models 
for programming language and machine semantics. In this paper we show that the 
computational complexity of generating efficient code in realistic situations may also 
be a major cause of difficulty in the design of good compilers. 

We consider the problem of generating optimal code for a set of expressions. If 
the set of expressions has no common  subexpressions, then several efficient optimal 
code generation algorithms are known for wide classes of machines [2, 7, 17]. 

In the presence of common  subexpressions, however, Bruno and Sethi have 
shown that the problem of producing optimal code for a set of expressions is NP- 
complete, even on a single-register machine [8, 15]. However, Bruno and Sethi 's  
proof of IX/P-completeness uses rather complex expressions, so it leaves some hope 
of being able to find efficient algorithms for generating optimal code for restricted 
classes of expressions with common subexpressions. Unfortunately,  we show in this 
paper that the problem of optimal code generation remains NP-complete even for ex- 
pressions in which no shared term is a subexpression of any other shared term. We 
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On the Translation of Languages from Left to Right 
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Mathematics Department, California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, California 

There has been much recent interest in languages whose grammar 
is sufficiently simple that  an efficient left-to-right parsing algorithm 
can be mechanically produced from the grammar. In this paper, we 
define LR(k) grammars, which are perhaps the most general ones 
of this type, and they provide the basis for understanding all of the 
special tricks which have been used in the construction of parsing 
algorithms for languages with simple structure, e.g. algebraic lan- 
guages. We give algorithms for deciding if a given grammar satisfies 
the LR (k) condition, for given k, and also give methods for generating 
recognizers for LR(k) grammars. I t  is shown that  the problem of 
whether or not a grammar is LR(k) for some k is undecidable, and the 
paper concludes by establishing various connections between LR(k) 
grammars and deterministic languages. In particular, the LR(]c) con- 
dition is a natural analogue, for grammars, of the deterministic 
condition, for languages. 

I. INTI~ODUCTION AND DEFINITIONS 

T h e  word  " l a n g u a g e "  will  be used  here to denote  a set of cha rac te r  
s t r ings  which  has  been va r ious ly  cal led a context free language, a (simple) 
phrase structure language, a constituent-structure language, a definable set, 
a B N F  language, a Chomsky type 2 (or type 4) language, a push-down 
automaton language, etc. Such  languages  have  aroused  wide in te res t  
because  t h e y  serve as a p p r o x i m a t e  models  for n a t u r a l  languages  and  
c o m p u t e r  p r o g r a m m i n g  languages,  among  others.  I n  th is  p a p e r  we single 
ou t  an i m p o r t a n t  class of languages  wl~fich will be called translatable from 
left to right; th is  means  if we read  the  charac te rs  of a s t r ing f rom left  to 
r ight ,  and  look a given finite n u m b e r  of charac te rs  ahead  , we are  able to 
pa r se  the  given s t r ing w i t h o u t  ever  back ing  up  to consider  a p rev ious  
decision.  Such languages  are p a r t i c u l a r l y  i m p o r t a n t  in the  case of com- 
p u t e r  p rog ramm ing ,  since this  condi t ion  means  a pars ing  a lgo r i thm can 
be mechan ica l ly  cons t ruc ted  which  requires  an execut ion t ime  at  wors t  
p r o p o r t i o n a l  to  the  length  of the  s t r ing  being parsed .  Spec ia l -purpose  

607 
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A Practical Method for
Constructing LR(A) Processors

A. J. KORENJAK
RCA Laboratories, Princeton, New Jersey

A practical method for constructing LR(fc) processors is de-
veloped. These processors are capable of recognizing and
parsing an input during a single no-backup scan in a number
of steps equal to the length of the Input plus the number of
steps in its derivation.

The technique presented here is based on the original
method described by Knuth, but decreases both the effort
required to construct the processor and the size of the processor
produced. This procedure involves partitioning the given
grammar into a number of smaller parts. If an LR(fc) processor
can be constructed for each part (using Knuth's algorithm)
and if certain conditions relating these individual processors
are satisfied, then an LR(fc) processor for the entire grommar
can be constructed for them. Using this procedure, an LR{1)
parser for ALGOL has been obtained.

KEY WORDS AND PHRASES: LR(fc) grommor, syntactic analysis, parser, de-
terministic language, syntax-directed compiler, longuoge processor, context-
free longuage, ALGOL
CR CATEGORIES: 4.12, 5.22, 5.23

1. Introduction
The use of formal syntax as the basis of automatically

constructed compilers for programming languages has
gained wide acceptance in recent years. These applications
bave, to a great extent, used only the class of context-free
languages as a model. For, although features of program-
ming languages such as the requirement that identifiers
be declared before use require a more powerful descriptive
mechanism, these restrictions can be more efficiently
handled by other means (e.g. symbol tables) than by using

A short version of this paper was presented at the ACM
sium on the Theory of Computing, Marina del Rey, California,
May 5-7, 1969.
* Present Address: Applied Logic Research Institute, Princeton,
N.J.

Vobime 12 / Number 11 / November, 19()9

a more powerful language model. In fact, rather than
generalizing the context-free model, practical applications
have almost exclusively dealt \^ith more restricted lan-
guage classes [2]. In particular, the majority of the auto-
matically constructed syntax recognizers arc based on a
subclass of context-free grammars whose strings can be
processed in a single left-to-right no-backup scan, using a
pushdown stack. This general approach is formally studied
in [3], where the deterministic pushdown automata and
the related class of determini-stic (context-free) kuiguages
are defined. Knuth [4] defines the LR(fc) grammar,
which have the property that they generate all and only
the deterministic langviages. (In fact, he shows that the
LR(1) granunars also have this "completeness" property
with respect to the deterministic languages.) Thus the
LR(fc) grammars (and, in particular, the LR(1) gram-
mars) are an extremely useful toi)l fnr tho stu(l\' of the
single-scan context-free languages.

Knuth has described an algonthm for testing an ar-
bitrary context-free grammar for the LR(A:) condition
(for any particular value of k > 0). If it succeeds, it
generates a deterministic pushdown automaton which can
recognize and parse sentences of the given grammar.
However, the effort required to make this check and the size
of the processor produced grow very rapidly \\'ith the com-
plexity of the grammar [1, p. 128]. For a very large gram-
mar, such as one describing a syntax for a programming
language, the procedure is not practical. In the first part
of this paper a practical method, the basis of which is the
Knuth algorithm but which will allow us to work with very
large grammars, is investigated. This method involves
dividing the given grammar into a number of smaller
grammars, proving each part is LR(1) using the Knuth
algorithm, and concluding that the original grammar is
LR(1) if certain conditions relating the parts are satisfied.
The second part of the paper applies this method to a
grammar for ALGOL and discusses the implomentation of
the resulting LR(1) processor.

2. Definitions and Notation
A vocabulary V is the union of two disjoint sets of sym-

bols, V'N (the nonterminal symbols) and VT (the terminal
symbols). For any set of symbols V, the notation V* is
used for the set of all finite-length strings over V, including
the empty string, e; T"̂  = 7* - (e). For & > 0, F^ de-

1 /; is a nonnegative integer.
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1. Introduction 

Some of the results attained in the course of thesis 
research by the author are reported in this paper. We 
define a class of context-free grammars, called the 
"Simple LR(k)" or SLR(k) grammars, that has been 
shown [2] to include the weak precedence grammar [9] 
and the simple precedence grammar [14]. We also show 
how to construct parsers for SLR(k) grammars. The 
construction technique can be extended [2, 4] to an 
algorithm for constructing a parser for any LR(k) 
grammar [11]; i.e. any grammar which generates strings 
each of which can be parsed during a single deterministic 
scan from left (L) to right (R) without looking ahead 
more than k symbols. 

Our parser-constructing techniques have been im- 
plemented [3, 7], and they have been compared with 
the mixed strategy precedence (MSP) techniques of 
McKeeman [12]. It was found that in addition to the 
main advantage of working for a larger class of gram- 
mars, our SLR(k)techniques are superior to the prec- 
edence techniques both in the speed of parser con- 
struction and in the size and speed of the parsers pro- 
duced. Our SLR(1) techniques require from one-tenth 
to one-twentieth the time required by MSP techniques 
to construct parsers for practical grammars, and the re- 
sulting SLR(1) parsers require about two-thirds the 
space and time required for the corresponding MSP 
parsers. 

2. Terminology 

A context-free (CF) grammar is a quadruple (Vr ,  
VN, S, P) where Vr is a finite set of symbols called 
terminals, Vu is a finite set of symbols distinct from 
those in Vr called nonterminals, S is a distinguished 
member of VN called the starting symbol, and P is a 
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Murray Hill, New Jersey 

and 

Jeffrey Do Ullman 
Princeton University 
Princeton, New Jersey 

Abstract 

We consider methods of modifying L~k) 
parsers [i] while preserving the ability 
of that parsing method to detect errors at 
the earliest possible point on the input° 
Two transformations are developed, and the 
methods of KorenJak [2] and DeRemer [3] 
are expressed in terms of these transfor- 
matlonso The relation between these two 
methods is exposed° Proofs are for the 
most part omitted, but can be found in [~]. 

Io Introduction 

The LR(k) grammars [i] are the 
grammars which can be parsed bottom-up, 
deterministically, by a deterministic 
loushdown automaton which acts in a 
'natural" way, ioeo, by finding substrings 
in right sentential forms which match 
right sides of productions and replacing 
these substrings by left sides. We there- 
fore begin with a definition of a context 
free grammar and LR(k)-nesso 

A context free grammar (CFG) is a 
four-tuple G = (N,E,P,S), where N and E 
are finite disjoint sets of nonterminals 
and terminals, respectively; S, in N, is 
the start symbol, and P is a finite set of 
productions of the form A ~ s, where A is 
in N and s in (N ~Z)*o We assume produc- 
tions are numbered 1,2, o..,p in some order. 

Conventionally, A, B and C denote 
nonterminals, a, b and c denote terminals 
and X, Y and Z are in N ~Zo We use 
u,V, ooo,Z for strings in E* and s,~,°o. 
for strings in (N ~E)*. We use e for the 
empty string. 

If A ~ s is in P, then for all G and 
7 we write ~A 7 -> ~s 7. If 7 is in E*, 
then the replacement is said to be right- 
most, and we write BA 7 => 5S7o T h e ~  
exTicitly shown s is said to be a handle 
of 5s 7 in this event, ~> and ram > deno~ 

the reflexive and transitive closure of => 

and ~m>, respectively. Arrows may be 

subscripted by the name of the gramma~ to 
resolve ambiguities. The language defined 
by G is L(G) = {wlS ~> w}° It is known 

. 
that if S => w, then S *~> ~ That is, 

rm 
every sentence in the language has a 
rightmost derivation. A right sententlal 
form of G is a string s such that 

S ~> s° If S ~m > sAw ~m > sSw, then 7, a 

prefix of sB, is called a viable prefix of 
Go 

We define FIRST~(s) as (wls * => wx and 

either lwl = k or lwl_< k and x = e}. If 
s is in E*, then FIRST~(s) has one member, 

w; which is either s, if Isl is less than 
k, or the first k symbols of s. In this 

case we write FIRST~(s) = w instead of {w}. 

Note that FIRST~(~) is independent of G in 

this case. We delete G and k from FIRST 
when no ambiguity arises. 

CFG O = (N,E,P,S) is said to be LR(k) 
if given the two rightmost derivations 

(I) S ~m > sAw ==> sew, and 
rm 

(e) s ~m > 7Bx ~> s~y, 

and PlRSTk(W) = FIRSTk(Y), then we may 

conclude that 7Bx = sAy° 

Informally, G is LR(k) if the unique 
handle of a right sentential form can be 
determined by examining that string up to 
k symbols beyond the right end of the 
handle. 

A consequence of the LR(k) definition 
is that for each LR(k) grammar G = (N,E, 
P,S), a finite set of tables~can be con- 
structed. A table is a p ~  of functions 
(f,g), where: 

This work was partially supported by NSF 
grant GJ-465 o 

ttls I stands for the length of s. 
§A set of tables is called a "table" in [I]. 
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grammars. Proceedings of the Third Annual ACM Symposium on 
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Optimization of LR(k) Parsers

• They introduce two transformations: 


• Merge of compatible tables.


• Postponement of error checking.


• Their approach beats both 
Korenjak’s and De Remer’s 
techniques by producing smaller 
parsing tables.


• They also show that De Remer’s 
approach is a special case of 
Korenjak’s.

Two papers
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Optimization of LR(k) Parsers* 

A. V. AHO 

Bell Telephone Laboratories, Incorporated, Murray Hill, New Jersey 

AND 

J. D. ULLMAN 
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Received October 1, 1971 

Certain techniques for modifying LR(k) parsing tables to decrease their size have 
been developed by Korenjak [2] and DeRemer [3, 4]. We show that the techniques of 
the latter can be characterized by two transformations on sets of tables. We then show 
that the "simple" LR(1) method of DeRemer [4] can be considered a special case of 
Korenjak's method [2]. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In  [1] Knuth defined the class of LR(k) grammars. This class of grammars includes 
most of the grammars one would want to use in the description of the syntax of 
programming languages. It is also the largest known class of unambiguous context-free 
grammars which can be "naturally" parsed bottom-up, without backtracking, using a 
deterministic pushdown automaton. 

The  algorithm given by Knuth in [1] for the construction of a parser for an LR(k) 
grammar often produces parsers that are too large for practical use. Techniques to 
produce more economical parsers for certain LR(k) grammars have been developed 
by Korenjak [2], DeRemer [3, 4] and Aho and Ullman [5]. 

In this paper we develop two simple transformations on sets of LR(k) tables that can 
be used to reduce the size of LR(k) parsers. We then couch DeRemer's  techniques in 
terms of these transformations and show that DeRemer's  simple LR(1) approach can 

* A summary of this paper appeared in Proceedings of the 3rd Annual ACM Symposium on 
Theory of Computation under the title "Care and Feeding of LR(k) Grammars." The work of 
J. D. Ullman was partially supported by NSF grant GJ-465. 
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Intermediate-code generation

• The optimal code generation (OCG) problem 
is to produce from a DAG the shortest 
machine program that evaluates and stores all 
roots of the DAG.


• Bruno and Sethi have shown in this paper that 
optimal code generation for arithmetic 
expressions into a one-register machine is 
NP-complete.


• Their approach transforms 3-SAT into OCG, 
which produces quite complex DAG. 


• They leave open the question of whether or 
not there could be a more effective way to 
generate optimal code for simpler classes of 
DAG.

(Intermezzo)
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Code Generation for a One-Register Machine 

J O H N  B R U N O  A N D  R A V I  S E T H I  

The Pennsylvania State Univer8ity, UnivereiSy Park, Pennsylvania 

ABSTTRAE~IL The majority of computers that have been built have performed all computations in 
devices called accumulators, or registers. In this paper, it is shown that the problem of generating 
minimal-length code for such machines is hard in a precise sense; specifically it is shown that the 
problem is NP-complete. The result is true even when the programs being translated are arithmetic 
expressions. Admittedly, the expressions in question can become complicated. 

KEY WORDS AND PHRASES: register allocation, straight line programs, basic blocks, arithmetic ex- 
pressions, NP-complete, code optimization 

c~ CATEGORIES' 4.12, 5.25 

1. Introduction 

Start ing with the work of Anderson for a one-accumulator machine [4], there is a con- 
siderable body of published literature on code generation for arithmetic expressions. 
I t  is usual to represent expressions like (a ~ b ) / (b  - c) and (b - c ) ,d  by trees as in 
Figure 1 (a).  Leaves in the tree represent initial values, and nonleaf nodes represent the 
results of operations. Aho and Johnson [2] show that  for a wide range of machines, code 
generation for trees is a manageable problem; algorithms tend to take time linear in 
the size of the tree. Previous work on the problem may be found in [4-7, 9, I0, 13-15]. 

Consider the expressions in Figure l ( a ) .  I f  both expression trees are computed, then 
b -- c will be computed twice. The graph (Figure l ( b ) )  formed by collapsing identical 
subtrees exhibits all the common subexpressions in Figure 1 (a).  Such a graph representa- 
tion is a directed acyclic graph (dag).  In  fact, dags conveniently represent sequences of 
assignment instructions [3]. 

In  this paper we will show that  code generation for dags is difficult, even on a very 
simple machine. We will consider a machine with a single register (accumulator) and 
three kinds of instructions: (a) load, (b) store, and (c) operate. A ~ B ~ C is computed 
by loading the value B into the register, performing the operation A D D  C, and then 
storing the result into A. Expressions like B . C  -~ D , E  can be computed by computing 
D . E  into the register, storing it in a temporary T, computing B . C  into the register, and 
then executing an A D D  T instruction. The length of a program for computing an ex- 
pression is the number of loads, operations, and stores in the program. 

Recent work in computational complexity has related the inherent difficulty of a large 
class of combinatorial problems. Members of this class are referred to as NP-complete 
problems and include the traveling salesman and graph coloring problems. Informally, 
in order to  show tha t  a new problem A is NP-complete, it has to be shown tha t  A is as 
difficult as a known NP-complete problem but not too difficult, i.e. A E NP .  The reader 
is referred to the textbook [1] for a discussion of this class of problems. 

The main result of this paper is tha t  determining a minimal length program for a dag 

Copyright © 1976, Association for Computing Machinery, Inc. General permission to republish, 
but not for profit, all or part of this material is granted provided that ACM's copyright notice is 
given and that reference is made to the publication, to its date of issue, and to the fact that reprinting 
privileges were granted by permission of the Association for Computing Machinery. 
Authors' address: Computer Science Department, The Pennsylvania State University, University 
Park, Pennsylvania 16802. 

Journal of the  Amociation for Computing Machinery, Vol. 23, I,~o. 3, July 19776, pp ~02-610. 

Bruno, J., & Sethi, R. (1976). Code Generation for a  
One-Register Machine. Journal of the ACM, 23(3),  
502–510. doi:10.1145/321958.321971 



Code generation for expressions with common 
subexpressions 

• A&U show in this paper that the 
problem of generating optimal 
code for arithmetic expressions 
is NP-complete, even for 
expressions with no shared 
subexpressions. 


• This is the case even for one-
register machines in level-one 
DAG, a DAG where every shared 
node has leafs as children.

Two papers
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Code Generation for Expressions 
with Common Subexpressions 

A. V. AHO AND S. C. JOHNSON 

Bell Laboratories, Murray Hdl, New Jersey 

AND 

J. D. ULLMAN 

Princeton University, Princeton, New Jersey 

ABSTRACT This paper shows the problem of generating optimal code for expressions containing common 
subexpresslons is computationally difficult, even for simple expressions and simple machines Some 
heuristics for code generation are given and their worst-case behavior is analyzed For one register 
machines, an optimal code generation algorithm is given whose time complexity is linear m the size of an 
expression and exponential only in the amount of sharing 

KEY WORDS AND PHRASES compilers, programming language translation, optimahty 

CR CATEGORIES 4 12 

1. In troduct ion 

Easy as the task may seem, many compilers generate rather inefficient code. Some 
of the difficulty of generating good code may arise from the lack of realistic models 
for programming language and machine semantics. In this paper we show that the 
computational complexity of generating efficient code in realistic situations may also 
be a major cause of difficulty in the design of good compilers. 

We consider the problem of generating optimal code for a set of expressions. If 
the set of expressions has no common  subexpressions, then several efficient optimal 
code generation algorithms are known for wide classes of machines [2, 7, 17]. 

In the presence of common  subexpressions, however, Bruno and Sethi have 
shown that the problem of producing optimal code for a set of expressions is NP- 
complete, even on a single-register machine [8, 15]. However, Bruno and Sethi 's  
proof of IX/P-completeness uses rather complex expressions, so it leaves some hope 
of being able to find efficient algorithms for generating optimal code for restricted 
classes of expressions with common subexpressions. Unfortunately,  we show in this 
paper that the problem of optimal code generation remains NP-complete even for ex- 
pressions in which no shared term is a subexpression of any other shared term. We 

Copyright © 1977, Association for Computing Machmery, loc General permission to republish, but not 
for profit, all or part of this material is granted provided that ACM's copyright notice is given and that 
reference is made to this pubhcatlon, to its date of issue, and to the fact that reprinting privileges were 
granted by permission of the Association for Computing Machinery 
A version of this paper was presented at the Third ACM Symposium on Principles of Programming 
Languages, Atlanta, Georgia, January 19-21, 1976 
The work of J D UIIman was partially supported by NSF grant DCR-74-15255 to Princeton University 
Authors' addresses A V Aho and S C Johnson, Bell Laboratories, Murray Hill, NJ 07974, J D UIIman, 
Dept of EECS, Princeton University, Princeton, NJ 08540 
The authors provided camera-ready copy for this paper using EQN ITROFF- MJ on UNIX 
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Dragon book
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Significantly extended and improved 

the optimization techniques chapters

Describes in detail all the algorithms for

a syntax-directed translation-based compiler, 


from lexical analysis to code generation.
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Introduction to Automata Theory, 
Language and Computation
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Rajeev Motwani defended his PhD thesis at Berkeley in 1988 

on probabilistic analysis of matching and network flow algorithms.
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• Ullman’s CV lists 
19 books until 
2006, and many 
more translations.


• Two freely available  
web books.



Beyond the dragon
Semantics to the rescue or How to kill the dragon with a light saber?

• A definitive compiler or correct by construction compiler
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Formally defined 
basic 

programming 
languages 
constructs

Syntax of a 
programming 

language

Machine 
language

Transformation Transformation

For C, Python, …

Can be very difficult to do though…

Executable semantics 
Defined and proven correct (sound and complete transformation) 


once and for all



My 2¢

• Correct by construction compiler
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framework

ΠSyntax of a 
programming 

language
Maude

Transformation Transformation

For C, Python, … Executable semantics 

http://maude.cs.uiuc.edu


• Aho & Ullman’s work was and still 
is indeed a golden braid. The fact 
that they are the recipients of 2020 
ACM Turing Award made it also 
eternal.


• This talk is a tribute to their work. 
But also an acknowledgment for 
what they have done for Computer 
Science, and perhaps more 
importantly, for Computer 
Scientists, myself included, 
throughout the world.

Conclusion
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